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10 Clinical News and Views

Navigating Exceptions to the “MOC Rules” 
Timelines and other aspects of MOC may vary 
● SheparD r. hurwitz, MD

the American Board of Or-
thopaedic Surgery’s (ABOS) 
Maintenance of Certification 

(MOC) program is meant to be 
a linear process, with diplomates 
meeting various requirements 
throughout recurring 10-year 
cycles (Table 1). (See “MOC’s 10-
Year Cycles,” below.) And yet, it is 
quite possible that two diplomates 
whose board certification expires 
in the same year may have different 
MOC-related deadlines and may 
take their recertification examina-
tions in different years, depending 
on several factors.

This column explores different 
scenarios that illustrate how one 
diplomate’s MOC experience may 
vary from that of another, and 
therefore be an “exception to the 
rule.” In this way, I hope to point 
out the flexibility in the ABOS 
MOC process that makes it pos-
sible to tailor the experience to a 
particular diplomate’s needs. 

Taking the examination early
One scenario that represents an 
“exception to the MOC rule”  
occurs when a diplomate recertifies 
2 years prior to the expiration of 
his or her certificate. In this case, 
the first reporting cycle starts the 
year after the certification was to 
expire. 

So, how would this work, ex-
actly? Let’s say that Dr. Wilson 
completed and passed the exam in 
2012, but his certificate does not 
expire until 2014. Because diplo-
mates who recertify early do not 

need to begin earning the required 
continuing medical education 
(CME) and scored and recorded 
self-assessment examination cred-
its (SAE) until after the certificate 
expiration date, Dr. Wilson is not 
required to submit anything in the 
years 2013–2014. In fact, Dr. Wil-
son would not complete his first 
3-year cycle of earning and submit-
ting 120 credits of AMA PRA Cat-
egory 1 CME credits™ (including 
at least 20 credits from scored and 
recorded SAE) until the 2015–2017 
reporting cycle. 

December credits
Both of the 3-year reporting cycles 
that occur within a 10-year MOC 
cycle end on Nov. 30 of a given 
year. But what about CME and/
or SAE credits that are earned (not 
just started) in December? These 
credits may be applied to either the 
3-year cycle just ending or the next 
3-year cycle. 

Here’s an example: Dr. Singh 
has earned 100 CME credits (none 
of which are from SAE) during a 
3-year cycle that ended in Novem-
ber 2013. Dr. Singh needs to earn 
20 SAE credits to satisfy his MOC 
requirements, so he takes two 
scored and recorded self-assess-
ment examinations online in De-
cember 2013. These 20 SAE credits 
can be added to his 2011–2013 
reporting cycle to complete it. 

If, on the other hand, Dr. Singh 
meets his MOC CME requirement 
by Nov. 30 and decides to earn 
more CME credits in December 

2013, those credits can be counted 
toward the next reporting cycle. 
He would need to contact the 
ABOS to ensure the credits are 
counted toward the appropriate 
cycle.

The case list requirement 
Another MOC exception occurs 
when surgeons complete their sec-
ond 3-year MOC cycle—meeting 
the CME and SAE credit require-
ments—but have not yet satisfied 
the case list requirement. In this 
situation, the ABOS allows the 
case list to be submitted with the 
application for the recertifying ex-
amination. 

For example, Dr. Jacques, whose 
certification expires in 2015, waits 
until 2013 to submit the required 
CME and SAE credits for her sec-

ond 3-year MOC cycle. She may 
choose the computer or oral exam 
and will be allowed to submit her 
case list information up until the 
2014 application deadline for the 
2015 exam. 

A compressed schedule
Diplomates who ignore the report-
ing cycles altogether but still wish 
to recertify also have an option. 
They must earn and submit 240 
CME credits, including at least 40 
SAE credits, and must meet case 
list requirements by the application 
deadline the year before their cer-
tificates expire. 

To illustrate: Dr. Abbott, who 
is certified through 2015, has not 
entered any CME, SAE, or case list 
information by the reporting dead-
line of Nov. 30, 2013. Dr. Abbott 
has until the May 1, 2014, applica-
tion deadline to submit 240 CME 
credits, including at least 40 SAE 
credits, and a case list, and com-
plete the application to take the 
recertification examination. If Dr. 
Abbott fails to do this, he will not 
be credentialed to take the recerti-
fying exam. His board certification 
will expire on Dec. 31, 2015, and 
he will not be board-eligible. 

Recertification facts 
Nearly 96 percent of the diplo-
mates who have participated in 
MOC through 2013 have earned 

MOC’s 10-Year Cycles
The first 10-year cycle of MOC begins after an or-
thopaedic candidate passes the part II (oral) exami-
nation and becomes board certified. 

In the first 3-year reporting cycle, the diplomate 
must earn and submit 120 CME credits, including at 
least 20 credits from approved scored and recorded 
self-assessment exams (SAE). 

Then, the diplomate must complete a second 
3-year cycle, during which he or she must earn and 
submit another 120 CME credits. Again, 20 of those 
credits must be from approved scored and recorded 
SAE. 

During the second cycle, a surgical case list is 
submitted to the ABOS website—assuming the dip-
lomate is performing surgery. Those who opt for 
the computer examination pathway must submit a 
3-month list of surgical cases, with a minimum of  

14 consecutive cases. The oral examination requires 
a case list from 6 consecutive months, with a  
minimum of 35 cases. 

After completing the second 3-year reporting 
cycle, a diplomate may apply to take a recertifying 
exam. He or she must meet the application dead-
line, which occurs in the year that follows the end 
of the second 3-year reporting cycle. When CME, 
SAE, and case list requirements have been met and 
the examination application has been submitted, 
the diplomate can take the examination in the year 
his or her certification expires or can opt to take the 
examination early, in one of the two years prior to 
the year the certification expires. This means a dip-
lomate who completes the two reporting cycles on 
time can choose to sit for the examination in one of 
three different years. 

Table 1:  Sample Timeline

2012

Candidate becomes board-certified

2013–2015

First 3-year cycle  
120 CMe (includes 20 Sae)

2016–2018

Second 3-year cycle  
120 CMe (includes 20 Sae) plus surgical list

2019 

application

2020-2022

recertifying exam options

2022 

Certificate expires

this sample timeline shows the 10-year MOC 
process for a diplomate whose certification 
expires in 2022.
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> See MOC ruleS ON page 15
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PRODUCT NO’S:

3610  [Original Extractor with Std Slap Hammer #3925]
3610-R  [Anterior Extractor with Std Slap Hammer #3925]
3610-01  [Original Extractor Only]
3610-01-R  [Anterior Approach Extractor Only]
3925  [Standard Slap Hammer]  3/8"-16 Thread Gauge
3935  [Extra Large Slap Hammer]  3/8"-16 Thread Gauge

Helps to quickly and precisely 
remove an acetabular cup with 
minimal loss of bone

System Designed by James Kudrna, MD and Stephen Incavo, MD
Wrench Drive Handle Designed by Guido Grappiolo, MD
Delrin Heads Designed by Adolph Lombardi, MD

PRODUCT NO:

5200-00 [Complete Set]
 20 Starter, 20 Finish, 3 each of 5 Head Sizes, and 5 cases
Smaller Sets Also Available, consisting of:
 5 Starter and 5 Finish Instruments (5 sizes) with case,
 and 2 each of 5 head sizes with case — 22mm–36mm
Components also sold individually

*US Patent #7,998,146 B2

Finisher

Starter

ultra hard titanium nitride 
coating for extended blade lifeNew
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Benefi ts of Our Titanium Nitride Coated Blades

 Extends Blade Life…by increasing surface hardness

 Prolongs Sharpness…with an ultra hard, heat resistant coating

 More Wear Resistant…due to high lubricity of titanium nitride coating

 Prevents Galling…won’t chip, peel, or fl ake

 Reduces Friction…eliminates seizing in metal-on-metal contact

 Chemical and Corrosion Resistant

 Non-toxic…medically approved and proven

Extended blade life leads to long term savings!Non-modular blade system
Reduces the cost signifi cantly, and helps reduce surgical time as 
blades don’t need to be changed interoperatively. Can typically be 
used for several procedures, then can be returned for a nominal 
replacement charge.

Optional Large Delrin Heads* (39-60mm)
Designed to provide tight, secure surface contact
when removing larger size acetabular cups, and
can also be used if the cup liner of a standard
size cup is worn and must be removed. Available
in diameters from 39 to 60mm in 1mm increments.

Widest available range of blade and head sizes
Blades from 42 to 80mm in 2mm increments, and heads from 22 
to 60mm.

Optional Wrench Drive Handles
Works like a socket wrench, allowing
improved torque without changing positions.

Fully Customizable Sets
Rent or purchase — confi gure with as few or as many options 
required. 

CupX ®

New extractor with the handle 
reversed designed primarily 

for anterior approach

Anterior Approach 
Extractor

ISO 9001:2008 • ISO 13485:2003

Mueller-Type Cement 
Removal Instruments
Used for cement removal in the 
hip, knee, and shoulder 
PRODUCT NO:

S7500-00
 Complete Set with Case

Also sold 
individually

Drill Guide

Drill

Designed to help in the removal of various 
types of femoral implants

Femoral Extraction Instruments

Loop Extractor

J-Hook Extractor One-Piece Extractor

Universal Modular Femoral 
Hip Component Extractor
Helps remove a femoral hip stem after the 
modular head has been removed
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